
ABSTRACT

The project proposes the immediate as an instigator to the production of architecture. 
A performance (20mins) was our contribution at the 2018 CA2RE conference. With the point of departure in a 
drawing representing the surface of a Melaleuca Quinquenervia.  The paper is structured as a journey unfolding the 
research in four sections.

 With the aims of exploring spatial potentials through alternative and collaborative design processes, the project 
introduces improvisation, bodily actions and temporal inhabitation across a range of scales as deliberate techniques. 
The project explores ways of designing new grounds for small architectures to occupy and territorialise space. The 
purpose of this research paper has been to capture, articulate and reflect on different concepts and methodologies 
relevant to this ongoing artistic research.

THE ESSAY 
 The Surface As A Condition For Action – exploiting the layering and sequential in the surface 
 The Interpretations – Spatial, Durational, Formal – intuitive fragments, captured and embedded in the   
 constructed surface 
 The Performance – The User, Audience – a design process where the spatial structure and human actors are  
 both performing agents 
 
THE PERFORMANCE 
 The Field And The Arena – a state of change and (self) modification 
 The Manual For Performance In Plan Act 1 (draft)
 Drawing Of The Arena – diagram of interaction and projections – diagram of the events and body relations
 Observations Of  The Arena – documentation of the actions

THE EXPERIMENT  
 Rehearsing Actions – explorative process   
 The Manual For Performance: Modus Operandi – establishing the situation
 Interprative Actions: Tools And Projections – visual documentation 
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Exploring Immediate Architectures from Splatter to Conglomerates – A performance 
The making of small architectures 

The project proposes the immediate as an instigator to the production of architecture. In the making of architecture 
there are processes that can be deliberately designed or be a subject for a normative procedure, however this 
project aims to foreground processes and methods that are characterised by non-normative procedures. These 
procedures and methods embrace the unknown, unplanned, the immediate and the responsive as alternative 
ways of making that we argue hold unexplored potential in the design and representation of architecture. With the 
aims of exploring spatial potentials through alternative and collaborative design processes, the project introduces 
improvisation, bodily actions and temporal inhabitation across a range of scales as deliberate techniques. The 
project explores ways of designing new grounds for small architectures to occupy and territorialise space. 

A performance (20mins) was the format for our contribution at the 2018 CA2RE conference. The work is the result 
of an artistic research practice within the field of architecture investigating the expanding territory of performative 
architecture. The point of departure for this experimental research is a large imprint from the surface of a Melaleuca 
Quinquenervia (paperbark tree) made on a continuous (16000 x 300mm) piece of Japan Paper. This initial drawing 
was produced through the interplay of laser-photocopying the unmovable object (the tree) and acetone transferring 
by the action of the hand rubbing. 

The purpose of this research paper has been to capture, articulate and reflect on different concepts and 
methodologies relevant to this ongoing artistic research. This paper is structured with four in sections that contain 
textual and visual documentation of the artistic research. 

THE ESSAY  
The Surface As A Condition For Action
Explorations in generating architectures from surfaces in transformation are important because they foreground 
the experiential, the temporal, and the affective exchanges between a specific material and spatial situation and 
the human body. As a research focus this has given rise to a number of relevant approaches that depart in the 
incidental and accidental. Here Christian Kerez’s 2016 intervention Incidental Space [1] and Nat Chard’s project 
Drawing Instruments [2: p.34-59] are useful reference projects. Kerez’s project was formed with the intent of 
challenging the role of programme as the primary generator of architecture and was a search for “oppositional 
space”, considerations taken into account in this research project. [1: p.3] The intervention developed from a small 
crack within a plaster model transformed into an architecture inhabited by the human body. Achieved through 
the primary operation of scaling, the ensuing intervention is one where the audience are merely observers to the 
process of making and engaged as participants able to experience the space as they moved through it. Despite 
the interventions unusual point of departure, and the complex transformations that take place within its surface, 
the project exists within the conventional framing of architecture as static places for human inhabitation. Our 
project attempts to challenge a number of assumptions embedded in Kerez’s methodology, namely the audience 
as observers as well as the act of making. The research instruments of Nat Chard engage with performance as a 
material in the making of an aesthetical, speculative and formal approach towards architecture. However as the 
audience, we are not included in the act. [2: p.50-51] He territoralise’s the ground through splatters of paint, where 
the space is formed as a result of kinetic mechanical action. However this is not used in an affective way. These 
results can be experienced as a moving image or a drawing after the event. We as the audience are not invited into 
using the machines rather, in a classical way, the observer has to project and ‘imagine’ themselves within the scene. 

The performance of Exploring Immediate Architectures will exploit the layering and the sequential in the 
surface of the given imprint.  In the act of extracting figures, spaces, perturbances within the one surface – the 
paperback imprint - it became The Surface. The exploration of singular spatial events in the drawing is viewed 
as an archaeological “dig” – where the performer and audience question what is extracted or becomes one with 
The Surface. This expands our understanding of The Surface as an active thing that accumulates and catalogues 
material, The Archive. As discussed by Carolyn Steedman: “The Archive is made from selected and consciously 
chosen documentation from the past and also from the mad fragmentations that no one intended to preserve 
and that just ended there... It is indexed, and catalogued, and some of it is lost.” [3: p.68] Eight events have been 
identified and named within the drawing (on both sides) and the extents have been registered by an immediate act 
of marking the paper noting different scales directly. The sites were selected for their distinct differences, densities, 
form, formless, the recognisable … what emerges. In this acts we expand The Archive to incorporate these distinct 
incidents. We recognise an intuitive potential when investigating the conglomerates, spatters and traces on The 
Surface, for the acting of an architecture that performs. 
T 



he Interpretations – Spatial, Durational, Formal
The surface receives multiple action and index’s, some interpreted through digital media, some direct action from 
the performers, others are subjected to transformations and disruptions of spatial events. Through performance 
these actions became intuitive fragments of the spatial structure as archirtecture. The performance captured and 
imbedded the construction of the architecture as a lived site. We have studied several alternative working-methods 
enacted by a number of artists. Artists such as Richard Serra and his displacement of hot Vaseline at the top of the 
Guggenheim museum in New York City as seen in Mathew Barney’s Cremaster 3 (2003) [4], and Anish Kapoor’s 
Shooting into the Corner (2009) [5] artwork where a machine acts as the intermediate between human, matter 
and architecture, unfold this interplay between architecture and performance[6: p.96-97]. We see ‘the result’ as 
something in transformation provoking improvisation. Time is a strong parameter that creates an ordering strata, 
always in flux. 

The Performance – The User, Audience 
Within the practice of architecture action, event and temporal interventions have long served as provocations 
subverting mainstream design methodologies. Early precedents from architects Peter and Alison Smithson 1956 
House of the Future [7] and Haus-Rucker-Co’s 1972 Oase No.7 [8] project used performative actions to inhabit 
a predefined material scenography. The material scenography became enlivened when the performing human 
inhabitant ‘acted out’ the architecture. These scenographies were conceived in, or appropriated, an existing context 
in the traditional definition of the word where they become a painterly and graphical representation of a defined 
space. Performance was used as a method to foreground the lived and experiential characteristics of these temporal 
architectural speculations. Developing at the same time, and in opposition to these architectural precedents 
performance artists such as Lygia Clark’s 1963 Caminhando [9] and chorographer Trisha Brown’s 1973 Roof Piece 
[10] developed scenography’s that were active and open to ever-changing situations. These performances unfold 
in defined spatial structures, which were situations that foregrounded the interplay of object, time, performer and 
audience. In these performances the artists used “transmission and replication as representation strategies” [10] 
for inhabiting the world. Reflecting on these developments The Surface in Exploring Immediate Architectures is 
positioned across an expanding field, where the performers and audience react / respond to constructed marks on 
the spatial structure. Questions will arise as superimposed projections of future, past or (actual) events interact/
interferes. 

More recently the relevance of performance as a method to represent potentials within architecture was reaffirmed 
when in 2012 the Architecture and Design Department of the Museum of Modern Art in New York City acquiring 
their first architecture performance [11], Ikea Disobedients by Andrés Jaque. In this performance Ikea furniture is 
used as an “improvised set” [12] for the performance of private activities within the public domain of the gallery. A 
consistent theme within many of these projects is that the material installations behaves as a scenography against 
which the performers respond and react. This project continues the method however seeks to explore the potential 
of performance as a design process where the spatial structure and the human actors are both performing agents 
within an assembly of splatters and conglomerates. 

In our testing of the performance you can gain an insight in some of the elements and their interplay. The 
performance was to be performed once at the conference, in this context the project is avoiding a ‘final state’, which 
would require multiple ways of preparation, rehearsing actions within The Arena.

The Field And The Arena
Defined by three sequential acts the performance is to appropriate the constructed and established situation. These 
acts are to include a sequence of repeatable actions across a spatial structure, the arena, for performance. It aims  
to uncover possibilities from the elements as elastic or abrupt found at the performance site. As Sanford Kwinter 
indicates “In this domain there exists only dynamic metastabilities or meaning-events (accidents, convergences, 
subjugations); matter, form, and subjects (“doers”) come only later, reintroduced as a second order level, not as 
ground but as produced effect.” (Emphasis in original) [13: p.40] Considering this argument in the making of the 
performance’s sequence and improvisation, we treat the site not as a pristine situation, rather as a field always in a 
state of change, (self) modification, and a mediation becoming a new situation. Within the performance we allow for 
uncontrollable or unpredictable micro events in our exploration of Immediate Architectures. There is also another 
possibility of performance in architecture, where matter is not fixed. There are specific material formations “always 
in a process of change and becoming” within the constructed situation that embody the ambiguities of the world, as 
stated by Chris Slater. [4: p.81] Furthermore Slater emphasise the role of collective performance in strengthening the 
agency of architecture. “Despite the different connotations of performance in the techno-socio-scientific context, the 
move towards agencies, collectives, and networks articulates a common thread: that humans, things, and matter are 
not fixed but always in a process of change and becoming.” [14: p.112]
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THE  PERFOMANCE  
The Manual For Performance In Plan Act 1 (Draft)

Fig. 3: A diagram ( initial draft) for manual for performance (plan view).
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Drawings Of  The Arena 

Fig. 4: A diagram of performance



Observations Of  The Arena 

Fig. 5: Excerps from the raw footage, equal division of time unequal duration of  The Act.

Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Fig. 6: Spatial structure after performance, documentation of Splatters and Conglomerates. 

Fig. 7 : A-D manipulations of The Surface; E-J residuals captured on the cutouts and redrawn event on The Arena.
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THE EXPERIMENT
Rehearsing Actions 
Within the repetitive action lays the intention to provoke the improvisation as an inherent result of the disturbances 
in the drawn field of the prepared construction. 

What did the rehearsals revealed? 
- Configuration of the The Surface across a spatial structure instead of other organisational approaches (eg points 
or within a frame) - The vertical organisation of points of interchange: the performers body in relation to print and 
to each other - Time of movement - Identification and categorising of the eight event sites across The Surface- 
Indications for how the performs bodies move across The Arena - Selection of three sites for exchange - That the 
exchanged between performers doesn’t have to be simultaneous  - Tool for reacting: the 3d print, plaster, wax, the 
drawn… -  The staging and affects of different types projections
   
The Manual For Performance: Modus Operandi
Establishing the spatial situation from tabula rasa
 
Two acting performers
The spatial structure for facilitation of the active actions on the drawing surface
The index the prepared grounds of the three events in the realm of the surface to be sites for actions
The three live projections. The still, the manipulated and the dislocated
 
Pre act – establishing the spatial structure for the performance, preparations on The Surface, props for the 
performers
 
1 act  Two facing trajectories, performing interventions on the prepared sites
 Reset 
2 act  Two facing trajectories, performing interventions on the interventions on the prepared sites 
 Reset
3 act  Two facing trajectories, performing interventions on the interventions, on the interventions, 
 on the prepared sites
 
Post act - documenting the new surface – the collection and the archival gesture of dismantling the installation 
capturing the residue.
 
Interpretive Actions: Tools and Projections

Fig.10: Drawing on The Surface.

Fig. 8: 3d drawing.

Fig.9: Sequence of 3d print joints 
supporting the spatial structure.

Fig. 11: Printing drawing.



Fig. 14: Sequence of the still projection.

Fig. 13: The dislocated projection.Fig. 12: Sequence of the manipulated projection.

Fig.16: Sequence of wax, cut and smear explorations.

Fig. 15: Sequence of plaster and 3d print manipulations.



REFLECTIONS:
The outcome of the project had multiple strains which have generated further explorations and quests. Firstly, 
we were able to produce The Archive, which comprised of photographic stills of the performance, a raw 20 min 
recorded film and a collection of the splatters and conglomerates captured by the prepared cutouts and redrawn 
events. As direct outcome of the conference the film and the collection of splatters and conglomerates are subjects 
for examination where architectural constructs emerge in these speculative initial sketches. Secondly, as the 
conference was a test site for an informed, critical, panel we  became aware of the different directions the reception 
and discussion by others (the panel and audience) of the work could develop in. Gaining an understanding of how 
the work reviewed is useful for future projects where production on different found surfaces and for audiences with 
different backgrounds could be adapted to propose and add new small architectures in the existing environment, 
expanding performance to include construction. As an executed event, the performance in its three acts, outlined 
in the initial manual was able to facilitate an alternative application of participatory design where the performance-
event proposed new inhabitable architectures. 

The performance also served as a way to reaffirm our understanding of the intelligence of 'The Architect' as distinct 
from that of 'The Artist'. As architects we engage our bodies in the making of drawings, models and in observation. 
This bodily engagement always inevitably transforms what is produced, and in turn architects collect and potentially 
build this residue. We gained an understanding that as architects we use our bodies in a different way to that of the 
artist. In this performance we were not 'acting' or even 'performing'. Rather we made visible the moments where 
our bodies were engaged with the matter of the surface in the event of observation, making and reconfiguration. 
These events were also when we as the researchers expanded our tacit knowledge gaining an awareness of our 
actions, the material, their interaction and the affects in the making of small architectures. 

Fig.17: Moment from the performance. Photo Mathias Skafte Andersen. 

Fig.18: Impressions of the empty Arena.



Fig. 19 
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Figure 7 : A-D manipulations of The Surface; E-J residuals captured on the cutouts and redrawn event on The Arena.
Figure 8: 3d drawing.
Figure 9: Sequence of 3d print joints supporting the spatial structure.
Figure 10: Drawing on The Surface.
Figure 11: Printing drawing.
Figure 12: Sequence of the manipulated projection.
Figure 13: The dislocated projection.
Figure 14: Sequence of the still projection.
Figure 15: Sequence of plaster and 3d print manipulations.
Figure 16: Sequence of wax, cut and smear explorations.
Figure 17: Moment from the performance. Photo Mathias Skafte Andersen.
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Figure 19: Richard Serra art making process (Photograph of: Müller G. The New Avant-garde: Issues for the Art of the 
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Figure 20: Scan of the initial Surface.
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